PACE 668/PLAN 740
Facilitating Community and Organizational Change
Spring 2008
Wednesdays 6-8:30pm
Saunders Building Room 116
Instructors: Assoc. Professors Bruce E Barnes and Dolores Foley

Syllabus and Course Schedule

Basic Course Structure
This course reflects the theme present in all our courses in the Graduate Certificate of Conflict Resolution, the theme of integrating theory, research and practice. There is now a theoretical basis for the practice of third-party neutrals who are brought in to manage the processes in large governmental programs such as siting nuclear waste facilities, doing strategic planning for a whole University, helping create a new school (such as the UH “film school” — aka the Academy of Creative Media—where initial meetings of community, stakeholders and planners were facilitated by PCR teams) and many other large projects. Through the vehicle of facilitation, conflict management systems can be designed for whole institutions.

As examples, the University of Hawai‘i, Hickam Air Force Base, and many other large government entities have undergone these processes. This course will allow the Hawai‘i pioneers of “ADR System Design” (the PCR faculty) and faculty researchers in culturally appropriate conflict resolution in the form of facilitation in Hawai‘i to transfer these important skills to incoming generations of future leaders in our state who choose to enroll in this Graduate Certificate in Conflict Resolution. The “pioneers” include many practitioners in the state of Hawai‘i who are involved in teaching in the certificate program as adjunct faculty and lecturers. This course will incorporate techniques including simulations, readings, videos of good practice, guest lecturers and visiting experts in the field. Students will work individually and in teams to plan, design, facilitate, record and evaluate meetings, including meetings that are specifically addressed to the prevention, management and resolution of multiparty conflict.

Grading basis for PACE 668

Journals: 20% of grade
Midterm: Facilitation process design project plus demonstration 30% of grade
Attendance and participation 10% of grade
Final: Facilitation project writeup with post-evaluation of meeting(s) & group memory writeup, plus seminar paper writeup. 40% of grade

All students (and auditors) are expected to have all readings and writing assignments completed on time. Since this is a graduate course, papers should be word-processed or typed (not hand-written) in readable and intelligible English and free of grammatical errors. A high level of class participation is encouraged.
REQUIRED TEXTBOOKS:

* Schwarz, Roger *The Skilled Facilitator* – Jossey-Bass 2002..
* How to Make Meetings Work: Doyle, M. & Straus, D. - Berkley Books NYC.
* PCR Facilitation Course Manual at Professional Image

See address and telephone below.

Students to pick up “PCR Course Reader” at Professional Image copy shop,
2633 S. King (University Square on Makai side of King St.) phone 973-6599.
Call first before pickup.

Optional Supplementary Sources
* Set of articles from the International Association of Facilitators
  http://www.iaf-world.org/i4a/pages/index.cfm?pageid=3283
* 15 different facilitation manuals available, most for checkout in the Program on
  Conflict Resolution, Saunders #523 in the resource collection. (Listed in PCR
  Facilitation Manual at page 50)

Instructors: Assoc. Professors Bruce E. Barnes and Dolores Foley
Office phones: 956-2437 (Barnes) and 956-2780 (Foley)
Email: <barnes@hawaii.edu> and <dolores@hawaii.edu>
Mailing address: Program on Conflict Resolution (PCR) - Saunders Bldg. Room 523
2424 Maile Way Honolulu HI 96822.
Mailbox to drop off assignments: Saunders 523, Bruce’s mailbox there at PCR.
Barnes’ office: Saunders #308 Foley’s office: Saunders 107D

PACE 668- SLO’s (Student learning Outcomes)
In a simulated group facilitation setting with the class role-playing stakeholders, students will

demonstrate the following, with 75% accuracy.
* Interview & obtain feedback from critical stakeholders for input on process design.
* Develop a written agenda suitable to planned meeting type, with a meeting objective
* Determine an appropriate decision-making method or methods for the meeting
* Demonstrate facilitator techniques: opening, prioritization, clumping, summarizing,
  closing, evaluating.
* Develop ground rules working with the group that the group “owns”.
* Demonstrate a range of facilitator responses to difficult behaviors of group members
* Explain to the group the different roles (Facilitator, Recorder, Expert, Group Member)

In an essay the students will be able to:
* Describe and contrast the theory underlying the interest-based facilitation model.
  They will be able to contrast it from top-down CEO-type meeting management
  models, or Robert’s-Rules-of-Order-run meetings.
* Identify the most important elements of strategic planning, and describe the role that
  good facilitation practice plays in strategic planning.
* Identify and describe at least 2 different group scenarios where “open space
  technology” and “appreciative inquiry” methods may be effectively employed,
  while describing the theoretical basis for each of these methodologies.
COURSE SCHEDULE – PACE 668

January 16 – Overview of course. Definitions of Conflict Resolution terms. Mediation and Facilitation compared and contrasted. Circle processes for greeting and introductions. Personal introductions (Tom Kaulukukui) Listing of “Group Glitches” in meetings you have attended or that you have participated in organizing.

Readings: Doyle & Straus, Chap 1-6. Chapter 4 of Schwarz on Theories of Facilitation.

January 30 – Pre-meeting preparation.
Meeting purpose, meeting outcome statements, agenda planning and drawing out the agenda from stakeholders and the group. Testing agenda with the group. The importance of having an agenda. Meeting preparations: checklist, planning the meeting. Room layout and seating arrangement options. Ground rules. Parking lot. Stakeholder issues and dealing with different categories of stakeholders. Using technology and choices available.
Readings: Doyle & Straus, chapters 7 - 13. Schwarz Chap 1-5

February 6 – Communication Skills for Facilitators and for Good Facilitation Process
Readings: PCR Manual pp. 5-19
Handout:

February 13 – Opening processes & skills: Generating and Organizing Material
Readings: PCR reader p. 42-43,

**Readings:** *PCR reader* p. 45, 51-67, Doyle and Straus chapters 9 and 16; Schwarz, Chap 5 & 6


**Readings:** Doyle and Straus chapter 7.

**Journal 2 Due**

Distribute Mid term materials

March 5 Mid term

March 12 – Preparation for Workshop: *Confronting Public Issues: Promoting and Conducting Deliberative Dialogues on Community Concerns*

**Difficult Behavior and Difficult People:** Addressing difficult behavior in the context of facilitation. Preventions, interventions and dealing with difficult people or difficult behaviors.

**Readings:** PC reader pp 102-110. Chapter 6 in *How to Make Meetings Work*, (Doyle & Straus), specifically the section titled “Meet the Problem People” (16 different varieties). Also read chapters 2 and 16 of Doyle and Straus. Schwarz, Chap 7-12


March 14-15 *Confronting Public Issues: Promoting and Conducting Deliberative Dialogues on Community Concerns*

March 19 No class

March 24-28 Spring Break
April 2 – Appreciative Inquiry & Strategic planning. Steps in successful strategic planning with organizations. Guest Speaker: Donna Ching

Readings:
Mohr, Bernard and Jane Magruder Wakins *The Essentials of Appreciative Inquiry*
Ludema, James (et al) *The Appreciative Inquiry Summit*

Handouts

April 9 Team Building -
Trust and task. Facilitative ways to build more effective teams.
Guest Speaker: Karen Cross

Readings: PCR reader pp: 111-121.

Handouts


Reading: Barnes’ *Pacific Model Facilitation and Conferencing* and *Navigation Chart: Facilitation Across Cultures*. PCR reader pp. 80-88

Journal 3 Due

April 23 – Special Facilitation applications: Guest Speaker: Kem Lowry

Readings: Handouts

April 30 – Final class, wrap-up. Course evaluations.
Demo/Simulation “final exam” product, which will include the following: process design for your selected meeting, including room layout, list of supplies, detailed facilitators’ agenda, showing the specific processes to be used, leader for each process step, timing sequence, a list of stakeholders, minimum 2-3 sentences each describing at least 5-6 of the stakeholders, and a suggested list of ground rules to offer to the group at the beginning of the meeting, based on your assessment of the type of group in attendance.

May 7 Students submit final write-up. Submit assessment of the facilitation process that you selected and organized for the final, addressing the principles, processes, and theories put forth in this course.

Pa’ina (final-day potluck)